Effect of region extraction and assigned mass-density values on the accuracy of dose calculation with magnetic resonance-based volumetric arc therapy planning.
This study aimed to verify the validity of generating treatment plans for volumetric arc therapy (VMAT) for prostate cancer using magnetic resonance (MR) imaging with a dose calculation algorithm in Acuros XB (Eclipse version 13.6; Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) based on deterministically solving the linear Boltzmann transport equations. Four different classes were applied to prostate MR images: MRW (all water equivalent); MRW+B (water and bone); MRS+B (soft tissue and bone); and MRS+B+G (soft tissue, bone, and rectal gas). Each of these regions was assigned a mass density for calculating doses. The assigned mass-density values were then altered in three ways. Using initial planning and optimization parameters, MR-based VMAT plans were generated and compared with corresponding forward-calculated computed tomography-based plans for doses to the target volumes and organs at risk using dose-volume histograms and γ analyses. In the MRW plans, the mean doses for TVs were overestimated by approximately 1.3%. The MRW+B plans revealed reduced differences within 0.5%. Further segmentation (MRS+B) did not result in substantial improvement. Dose deviations affected by the changes in the mass densities assigned to soft tissue were as small as approximately 1.0%, whereas larger deviations were revealed in bone and rectal gas, especially those with > 5% error. Assignment of accurate mass-density values acquired from MR images is needed for MR-based radiation treatment planning. Multiple MR sequences should be acquired for segmentation and mass-density conversion purposes. Segmented MR-based VMAT planning is feasible with a density assignment method using Acuros XB.